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Appendix 1 - Time planning 

Orientation period, use PLATO and MP brachy, 
read literature 

Planning, Research usability equipment options 

Visit AMC, visit Vitatron, contact Emil, contact 
Noldus 
Task analysis, talk with medica! and application 
specialists 

Task analysis 

Find areas of concern, meet Emil 

Write task scenarios, write questionnaire 

Select and contact participants 

Introduction period 

Prototype analysis and 
design 

Prototype programming 

Meet with Pieter, discuss 
test plan 

, Introduction to Noldus usability equipment, hire 
Noldus equipment Prototype programming 

Define measuraments Prototype programrning 

Finalize test content and procedure, plan travels Prototype programming 
Read and comrnent test 
plan 

Pilot testing, revise test 

Pilot testing, revise test 

Testing and data analysis 

Testing and data analysis 

Testing and data analysis 

Testing and data analysis, write feedback on 
testlab 

Testing and data analysis, plan workshop 

Summarize and present findings from analysis 

Christmas holiday 

Summarize irnprovements 

Pilot testing 

Pilot testing 

Testing 

Testing and data analysis 

Testing and data analysis 

Testing and data analysis 

Testing and data analysis, 
write feedback on testlab 

Testing and data analysis 

Summarize and present 
findings from analysis 

Workshop 

Testing 

Workshop 

Summarize improvements Sumrnarize improvements 

W rite final report 

Write final report 

Knowledge transfer Knowledge transfer 
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Appendix 2 - List of participants 

High High 

Nucletron Low Low None Med Veenendaal 10-27-06 

Nucletron Med Med Med High Veenendaal 25-10-06 

Brachy lab ass. High High Med Med AMC, Amsterdam 02-11-06 

None None None High AMC, Amsterdam 02-11-06 

None None None Med AMC, Amsterdam 03-11-06 

Med Med Med Med AMC, Amsterdam 03-11-06 

Low Low Low Med UCLH, London 15-11-06 

Low Low Low High UCLH, London 16-11-06 

None None Low High UCSF, San Fransisco 20-11-06 

Med Med Low Med La Fé, Valencia 22-11-06 
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Appendix 3 - Questionnaire 

ram. 

What aspect of the brachvtheraDv module did vou like most? 
User 1 Backprojection 
User 2 3D backproiection 
User 3 Reconstruction · also because this is new to me 
User4 Multiple views with indication of slice position; you know where you are 

workina 
User 5 User interaction with system is good; Like the catheter back proiection 
User 6 Integration with OMP 
User 7 Optimisation and future inverse planning (IPSA) 

What aspect of the Brachvtherapy module did vou like least? 
User 1 Sometimes it's unclear where to find a certain function 
User 2 Backprojection supports rigid catheters only; make it complete by adding 

flex 
User 3 Hard to manuallv adiust individual dwell weiahts 
User 4 Calculation speed; DVH update takes too long 
User 5 Not always obvious what the next step is; Pressing an icon does not lead to 

next step or dropdown menu 
User 6 Small screens 
User 7 Perhaos reconstruction 

Were there any functionalities that you found confusing or difficult to 
f Il d t d? Wh , u Iv un ers an . 1v. 
User 4 Section cube is confused with selection frame 
User 5 Not reallv 
User 6 See video 
User 7 Once familiar, it's OK 
User 8 Hard to evaluate the precision of the applicator match 

Were there any aspects that you found particularly irritating although 
th d"d t . bi , Wh , ev 1 no cause ma1or pro ems. Iy. 
User 2 Menu topics are not clear if you've not used the software before 
User 3 When switching from 4 to 1 view in working area the upper left image will 

be retained; retain the selected image 
User 4 Update speed DVH: GO is slow 
User 5 Icons not doing anything; Waiting for user interaction or knowledge what to 

do next 
User 6 Settings are forgotten between window 
User 7 None 
User 8 Too many clicks!! 

What is your opinion on the new 3D backprojection functionality 
demonstrated in the prototype? 
User 2 Still not convinced on its accuracy 
User 3 Good, would work with both 3D and AP + lateral views 
User 4 Clear· Easv for riaid catheters and needles (if the model is aood) 
User 5 Very nice option 
User 6 Need more work 
User 7 Verv interestina for: metallic aoolicators without shielding on CT 
User 8 It feels too complicated for the task it tries to accomplish 
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What change(s) would you make to improve the backprojection 
functionality? 
User 1 Label the catheters in CT and in the model; possibilitv to hide catheters 
User 2 Consider a maonet snap function to position the model 
User 3 Possibility to hide catheters: Better indication for matchina: label catheters 
User 4 Selected catheter should have different color; Better color indication for 

matching 
User 5 Would like orientation labels; Be able to switch of catheter views 

individually 
User 6 3 2D projections, keyboard adjustments of small motions/rotations 
User 7 It will be very difficult to isolate non-metallic applicators with grey level 

manipulation (ex. Ring, CT-MR compatible tandem+colpostat) 
User 8 Have 1 3D view and 3 orthooonal planes instead of multiple 3D views 

What chanae( s l would vou make to improve the DVH functionalitv? 
User 1 Show not only a graph, but criteria (numbers) as welt; optional "alert" 

function 
User 2 Visualise Vx and Dx parameters interactively; alert when constraints are 

violated 
User 3 Possibilitv to create a table 
User 4 DVH should immediately show a value when clicked on (don't have to select 

selection tool first)· Faster uodate durina ootimisation 
User 5 Point and click on curve to find %vol/dose 
User 6 Selection tool alwavs on; configurable scales on axes 
User 7 Point values must be constrained to follow the DVH lines; Updated tables 

with Vx and Dx must be available in GO 
User 8 DVH tables; Computation of dose indices (e.o . Hl, COIN, etc) 

Are there any actions or functions that lack a shortcut key which you 
would like to see added in the Brachvtherapy module? 
User 2 not tested 
User 3 not tested 
User4 show/hide isodose lines (for example with mouse click) 
User 7 Scanogram based reconstruction (note: genera! functionality missing, not 

tied to shortcut key) 
User 8 

How satisfied are you with the Brachytherapy module on a scale of 1-10, 
"th 10 b . t t· t· d? WI ema mos sa 1s 1e . 

User 1 3 for speed and stability; 7 for functionalitv 
User 2 7 
User 3 7 
User 4 7 
User 5 7 
User 6 4 
User 7 future version: 9 
User 8 I only saw a small portion of it 
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Visibility of system status 
fhe program should atways keep users informed about what is going on, through appropriate feedback 
within reasonable time. 

1 Was it always ctear to you which view/mode/activity was 
active? 

2 Were you satisfied with the response times on your actions? 

3 Was it atways ctear when the program was 'catcutating' a 
chanae or action? 

Match between system and real world 

Always 

1 

1 

□ 

Most of 
the time 

6 

5 

2 

SOme Never times 
1 □ 

1 □ 
3.5 1.5 

Score 

3 

3 

2.2 

The program should speak the users' tanguage, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather 
than system-oriented terms. lt should follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural 
and logica! order. 
4 Were the menu options arranged in a logical way? □ 6 1 □ 2.85 

5 Were the icons arranged in a logica! way? □ 5 1 □ 2.83 

6 Did you have trouble understanding the meaning of the □ 2 6 □ 2. 75 
name or description of certain options? 

7 Was it always clear in which part of the program or menu □ 3.5 4.5 □ 2.43 
you could find the option you needed? 

8 Did the actions needed in the program match the natura! 1 3.5 2.5 □ 2.78 
order you expected based on the workflow? 

9 Are there any technica! terms used in the program that are □ 3 3 2 3.82 
unfamiliar to you? 

User contra/ and freedom 
Users often choose system functions by mistake and wilt need a ctearty marked "emergency exit" to teave the 
unwanted state without havina to ao throuah an extended dialoaue. Suooort undo and redo. 
10 Was there any situation where you could not undo a □ 1 4 2 13.14 

mistake? 

Error prevention 
Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a problem from occurring in the 
first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation 
ootion before they commit to the action. 
11 Did you make any mistakes during the execution of your □ □ 5 2 3.28 

task? 
12 If so, did the program give a warning message beforehand? □ □ 1 4 1.2 
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Recognition rather than reca/1 
rhe program should minimize the user's memory laad by making objects, actions and options visible. The 
user should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use 
of the svstem should be visible or easilv retrievable whenever aoorooriate. 

13 Was it always clear which action(s) would be needed to 
complete the next step in the workflow? 

14 Did you have trouble remembering how to perform certain 
actions/tasks? 

15 Was the function of each icon easily recognizable from its 
oicture? 

Flexibility and efficiency of use 

Always 

□ 

□ 

□ 

Most of 
the Time 

6 

D 

2.5 

Some 
times 

2 

5 

4.5 

Never 

□ 

3 

□ 

Score 

2.75 

3.38 

2.36 

Accelerators - unseen by the novice user - may aften speed up the interaction for the expert user such that 
the svstem can cater to both inexoerienced and exoerienced users. Allow users to tailor freauent actions. 
16 Did you use shortcut keys to simplify certain actions/tasks? □ □ 1 4 

1

17 Do you think the shortcut keys are easy to learn and to □ 2 1 □ 
remember? 

Aesthetic and minimalist design 

1.2 

2.66 

Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information 
in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibilitv. 
18 Was the information you needed displayed on the screen in □ 5.5 .5 □ 2.92 

a logica! way? 
19 Does the program make good use of color to convey □ 2 2 1 2.2 

information? (e.g. green is good, red is dangerous) 
20 Did you experience any problems with readability? (e.g. □ □ 3 3 3.5 

small fonts, yellow-on white writing) 
21 Does the program make good use of color to convey □ 1 1 2 1.75 

information? (e.g. green is good, red is dangerous) 

Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from error 
Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem and 
constructivelv suggest a solution. 

Always Most of Some Never Score 
the Time times 

23 If there was an error, did the program clearly explain the □ 1 2 2 1.5 
cause of the error? 

24 If there was an error, did the program clearly explain the □ 1 2 2 1.5 
solution for the error? 

Help and documentation 
Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be necessary to provide 
help and documentation. Any such information should be easy to search, focus on the user's task, list 
concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too larc::ie. 
25 Was it easy to find help if you were unsure about how to □ 1 □ 2 11.66 

proceed? 
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est review 
)W do you feel about this test? Do you think the test was complete, too long, welt prepared, etc? Please 
t us know how ou ex erienced this test. 

ser 1 Test was welt prepared by researchers. The intention was explained well. I could explain welt what 
I thou ht about the test to ics and su estions 

ser 3 Only certain aspects of the system have been tested. I have the impression that this was done in a 
proper way. It was clear what was expected from me and what the tasks were. I have the 
im ression that m comments are noticed and that action wilt be taken on that. 

lser 4 During the test I've mainly looked at back projection and DVH. With DVH I haven't done the 
preceding steps, soit is hard to answer several questions. Catheter reconstruction and activating 
dweil positions would contribute to get a feeling for how the program works. 
The time of ~2 5 hours is acce table· The re aration for the test was ood 

Jser 5 The test was welt prepared and tested the user and system adequately. The length of the test was 
just right and I found it a very useful experience. Wilt help me getto understand the system when 
we et it 

Jser 7 The test has been very interesting for us. I think it's welt prepared and planned, both in time and 
content. The ro·ect is ve attractive and romisin to im rove ractical clinical brach dosimet 

Comments 
You can leave specific comments about anv auestion(s) here. 
User 8 Make questions specific to a certain screen 
User 7 How should this reconstruction method be applied to non-metallic applicators? In this situation 

the grey level contrast with tissue wilt be very low. (perhaps the black holes inside the applicator 
can be used?) 

User 7 The method must be updated to MR, not just CT. Nowadays in BT gyneacology all methodology 
is movina to MR, even exclusivelv (without CT). How do vou plan to do it? 

User 7 For departments that are still using shielded colpostats: How do you plan to reconstruct these 
because of CT distortion? 

User 7 It wilt be welcome to re move the required applicators from the 3D view in order to ... the 
actually in reconstruction avoiding blocking 

In addition to graphlcal DVH it wilt be welcome to have a table with volume and dose parameters 
that must be updated in each GO iteration. These tables should be customised by user from a 
library (selecting parameters) to adequate to each treatment type (prostate, cervix, ... ) 

A "bleeks" diaaram with colors-tolerance should be welcome (as I have showed you here) 
User4 Most of the time: all graphical adjustments 
0.2 Sometimes: calculations 
User 3 I missed an undo-button in the optimisation step 
o. 10 
User 4 Isodose lines should have a fixed color in my opinion 
o. 19 Ex. 100% line alwavs red 
User 4 Same question. I missa legend for isodose line colors 
0.20-22 
User4 Didn't encounter any errors, but one program crash 
0.23-24 
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Appendix 4 - Problem list 

User.3 
User 4 ' 
User 5 

:User 8 , 
.User 9 
Us.erlO -

--- "---~ fitfon ~1~~j;;t.'2}"umc': ORtion 
. 1 !. • • • ~ 1 

• ' • !. 

User is searching in the properties bar for volume option; User turned on the option volume 
but doesn't reconize it and turns it off again 
User expects the option 'volume' in the properties bar in the field '3d display' 
User expects the option for 3d-ct Volume in the thumbnailbox 
User expects DRR image to be the 3d volume image; User expects a 3d image so that's the 
first place where she will search 
User selects the DRR view in stead of the 3d-ct volume; User is looking in the properties bar 
for the option to create a 3d-ct volume but the discription volume is unclear (altemative 
discription should be et-info) 
User first searches in the top menu "view" to find the volume function and secondly in the 
"3d display" (properties bar); The user notices the option volume, but does not select it 
User expects a menu option to switch on the 3d-ct information 

The user ex ects that the CT information is alread there and he ·ust bas ad'ust e levels 

Toe position of the transfer function is OK. The name is not consistent with the rest of Masterplan 
however. Rename this back to Center and Width. In addition, the left selection bar is not noticed by 
most users. Lastl , the ste s for manual ad·ustment with the arrows are too small to be noticed. 

The position of the transfer function is illogical, the user would expect is to be near the 
volume option. (normally this would be right but the user bas been clicking away the 
different boxes) 
User is confused by the transfer function, the user doesn't notice that the left translation bar 
can be moved. 
The left bar of the transfer function was overlooked by the user 

The user doesn't notice the left bar in the transfer function at first; Center and width would be 
better in stead of transfer function 
To adjust the greyscales, the user is searching for a center and widtb option; He uses "adjust 
volume rendering threshold" in right-click menu; The name "transfer function" does not 
seem logical to the user 

The manual adjustment of the transfer function is to slow, therefore the user does not 
recognize it's function; The user didn't notice the left bar of the transfer function; It would be 
welcome to have the same option in all places, that means allways center and width or 
allways transfer function 
The manual buttons for the transfer function seem confusing; The name transfer function is 
not clear enough: name it greylevel transferfunction.; The user doesn't notice the left bar in 
the transfer function; User preset values for greyscales to show the applicator in the 3d 
volume the can be known for each kind of scannin device) 
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Most users expect to be able to select a Region of interest in a 2D view. The option is most often 
expected in the properties bar. There are 2 different functionalities with the same name which is 
confusin . The name draws the attention of most users but not all. 

User 2 

User 3 
User4 
User 5 
User 6 
User 7 

User 8 

User 9 
UserlO 

User changes the orientation of the section cube; User expects he can adjust the slice position 
by pulling the edges of the section cube; User wants to adjust the right side of the section 
cube, but the green selection dot is out of the view 
Section cube functionallity is expected to be in the properties bar.; When looking at the 
section cube in a straight angle its function is not clear.; User comment: "1 can only do 1 
action at a time, I am not able to rotate the view and move the section cube". (Use right 
mouse menu every time) 
User clicked on the side planes of the section cube instead of the blue balls; User expected 
section cube option in the properties box 
User expects something like a section tool in the lateral or transfersal views; User is 
searching in the rightclick menu, but the label section cube doesn't draw the attention; lfthe 
section cube is viewed from the front or side (straight angle) the function isn't clear 
User wants to selecta rectangle in the lateral oftransfersal view; The name section cube for 
2 different functions is confusing; User was looking for selection frame in the right click 
menu (instead of section cube) 
The user would like to draw a box in the 2d view that would exclude things outside the box; 
The name "section cube" for 2 different options is confusing the the user; The user tries to 
move the edges of the section cube, instead of the blue dots in the center; It would be useful 
to see what i am doing in 2d as well (section cube) 
The first reaction of the user is to select the section cube option in the properties bar. "1 
would have thought that the section cube option would let me select the area that I want to 
view" (User is in the properties bar); The right click menu is the last menu the user would 
look; User is confused because the label section cube is user for 2 different functions; The 
user is in a perpendicular view to the section cube, and therefore its function is unclear 
The user is clicking around in the section cube but does not figure out the function of the 
blue dots; The dots are sometimes out of sight because the user is zoomed in to far 
The user wants to defme a region of interest in the 2d images (CT); By using a histogram of 
the greylevel values we can rapidly defme the greylevel of the applicator and outselect the 
bones (but definin a zone is still refered ; Section cube is takin to man ste s 

To define the initia! position of the imported model 2 marker points could be created in the 
lateral and transferal view 
Defme landmark point to create a initia! situation 

Imported model should be roughly positioned and the user should be able to make slight 
adjustments after that 
The best way to start with 3d back projection would be to define the position of the tip and 
the end of the catheter 

User want a lobal ali nment as a startin 
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Users e et that a catheter can be selected b clickin on its outline in an view. 
User 1 
User 2 
User 3 

User 4 
User 5 
User 6. 
User 7 
User 8 
User 9 
UserlO 

User expects being able to select a catheter by just clicking on it 
User expects catheter selection when he clicks a catheter in the 3d view 
User selected catheter without transformbox, he wants to select the catheter by just clicking 
on it 

User expects to click on a catheter and move it with the arrow (without selecting) 
User wants to click on a catheter to select it 
The user want to select the catheter by just clicking on it's surface 

User clicks on a catheter outline to select it 

Most users prefer to view only the catheter they're working on. The transform box in Amira dutters the 
screen too much, es ciall when viewed from a distance. 
User 1 

User 2 
User 3 

User 4 
User 5 

User 6 
User 7 

.User 8 

User 9 
User 10 

User want to move a catheter but other catheters are blocking the view and the possibility to 
move the catheter; Transform box is blocking the view on the catheter. User suggests that the 
transformbox should be made invisible when mouse is down on that catheter 

User wants to view one catheter at a time; In the lateral view the 2 ovoids are hard to 
seperate visually; User wants to view 1 catheter at a time in 3 planes and match it with a pre 
made model 

It should be possible to hide the inactive catheters; The ovoid catheters overlap eachother in 
the lateral view (this creates confusion) 
Catheters are close together, hard to see and hard to choose a proper angle to look at them 

It would be useful to turn off the other catheters; Only the active catheter should be visible, it 
should be possible to hide the other catheters 
The catheters that are ofno interest shouldn't be invisible 
User wants to hide the 2 ovoid catheters while working in the intra-uterine catheter; The 
view is confusing because the catheters are close together and the transformbox is also 
blockin the view 

Several users suggested to label the catheters instead of coloring them to prevent confusion about left -
ri t and to - bottom. 
User 1 
User 2 
User 3 
User 4 
User 5 
User 6 
User 7 
User 8 
User 9 
Userl 0 

Catheters can perhaps be labeled instead of colored 

Catheters should be numbered, the intra-interine catheter is number 3 
The selected catheter should change colors 
User can't recognize tip and connector ends 

is this the left or right catheter? 
User would like a label for the ovoid catheters 
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The rotation in Amira caused some problems, especially because of the built-in safety measure. 
Because of this the first rotation movement should be fairly large to prevent accidental rotation when a 
green hall is clicked. Another method of rotating is preferred (also because the green halls cause more 
visibili roblems . Ke board arrows should be used for small ad"ustments. 
User .1 
User 2 

User 3 
User 4 
User 5 

User 6 
User7 

User 8 
User 9 
Userl 0 

User 2 
User 3 

. User 4 
User5 
User 6 
User 7 
User 8 

·user 9 
· UserlO 

User rotated the catheter unintentionally 
Rotation is not working as the user expected it would be; Unintentional rotation, the user 
want to move the catheter but keeps selecting it in the middle where the green dots (for 
rotation) are located 
Rotation needs a too large initia) step to snap loose 

User accidently click the green ball for rotation in stead of translation; User grabs the 
rotation bowl but the movement is to small to make a rotation 
User tries to rotate, but move a too little initia) step 
The green rotation dot can not be selected when it's blocked by the selection box; It is 
confusing the have multiple rotation options for a single rotation point; The mouse is not 
sensitive enough for small movements, the user wants to use the keyboard arrows instead 
The rotation of the catheter is quite difficult this way (big initia) step) 

a • •• f • • • 

intended to move a catheter, or the other wa 
User is still in camera mode when he tries to move the catheter 

Camera and transform mode assign to mouse buttons seperatly; User wants to switch 
between camera en transform modus using the right click menu 

User accidently tries to move a catheter while in camera mode 

Icons work fine for switching between camera and translation mode; User wants to move the 
catheter while in camera mode 

The mode camera/translation) should be the same in each works ace 

This is very confusing to all users. lt is more intuitive to make the direction dependent on the camera 
an le for exam Ie. Also, a lot ofusers ex et the catheters to move in 3 directions at the same time. 
User 1 
User 2 

User 3 
Uscr 4 
User 5 
Usèr 6 
Uscr 7 

User 8 

User 9 
Userl 0 

Selected catheter move out ofsight (user selected the side plane of the transform box) 
User tries to move the catheter on the wrong side of the transformbox repeatedly (picked side 
plane in stead of front plane). Sometimes catheter moved out of sight 

The difference in selecting the front or side plane of the transform box is not clear to the user 
Moving the catheter to the back looks like resizing it; The user want to match the catheter in 
1 movement without considering the plane of movement; The arrows to indicate in which 
directions the catheter can be moved are to small to see 
User selected the wrong side of the transform box; Movement directions should depent on 
the view (lateral or AP) and not on the transform box that is selected; Because of the 3d 
image i think i can move in 3 directions, hut that is not the case 

The direction of movement should depent on the view, not on the side of the selected 
transform box 
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Even though 3D sounds attractive to most users, after working with the prototype most users say that 
the refer workin in 2D lanes and checkin the result in 3D. 

User 2 

User 3 

User 4. 
User 5 
User 6 
User 7 

User8 

User 9 

UserlO 

prefer to work in straight angles 
User would like to preset lateral en transfersal viewpoints; After discovering how to use the 
lateral and transfersal views the user can work a lot faster; Fixed views could be easier to use 
than 3d 
User wants to work in 2d and check the matching afterwards in 3d; User wants to work in 4 
views at the same time 
4 workspaces is harder hut can be useful for more experienced users 
Transfersal and lateral views are enough to work with 

User would like to use DRR's to create a lateral and AP view and then reconstruct using 
those views; 3 standard view would help the user indicate what he is doing 
I find 2d easier to work in; The advantage of working in 2d is that u click on the tip of the 
applicator and on the end and then make a line 
I would reconstruct 3 radiopack points and the scanogram and read the x, y and z 
coordinates. Then I know in 3d where the points are and put the applicator there.; The option 
with 4 views is a lot better 
If things move smoothly, i prefer 3d to 2d; This is in fact a registration proces, where u 
register 2 images together, which works best in 3d; In a 3d view, the catheter changes 
position, hut there is no way to teil if it is bebind or in front of the plane; "l bate to say this, 
hut ... " 

Tuis is seen as an ideal solution b several users. 
User 1 
User 2 
User 3 
User 4 

User 5 
User6 
User 7 
User 8 
Usci·.9 

. UscrlO 

Click on the hollow part of the catheter in CT scan and use magie wand to reconstruct 

User would like to have a magnet function to snap the catheter to the greyscales values of the 
original catheter 

The ideal solution would be to use edge detection techniques for automatic back projection 

1 • 1 Il t 
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Almost every user expected an option "Create DVH" or "Show DVH" under the menu "Plan". Several 
users also expected an icon for this function. It should be shown in the working area directly, not in the 
thumbnail box because that is not alwa s visible. 
User 1 

User3 

User 4 
User 5 

• Uscr 6 
Usd7 • 
User 8 

· User 9 

User question: "Is DVH available in the brachy module or should I start another module?"; 
User exects icon to create a DVH; Ifthere is no icon the user expects the DVH option under 
plan or tools in the menu structure; User didn't expect DVH's in the reconstructed images 
because the viewbox was turned off. If the viewbox was turned on the user would have 
expected a DVH in the same position as in PLATO 
User expects DVH function under the optimazation or normalization icon, later on the user 
expects the DVH function in the top menu under plan.; A DVH is easier to find when using a 
dual screen setup because the reconstruced images menu is opened.; A difference with 
PLATO is that the user needs to create a DVH himself in the evaluation menu. 

User expects DVH in the thumbnail box because of her PLATO expierence 
Optimization icon looks like a DVH 
The user expects the DVH function in the top menu "Plan" 
The NPD icon looks like a DVH and it shows "DVH" at the bottomleft part of the screen on 
mouse-overUser is expecting the DVH in top menu "Plan" 
The user is immediately looking for DVH in the top menu "Plan"; Experienced users can use 
icons, but the option should also be availble in the top menu (DVH) 
"Plan optimization" icon looks like DVH; User want an icon to create a DVH; "In Plato, the 
DVH is organ specific, from that scenario it would make sence to select the bladder in ROi 
administration and then select a DVH o tion in the ro rties bar'' 

User want to turn off/on volumes inside the DVH sceen in stead of the properties bar 
User tries to select the DVH legend (comment: "On/off function for ROI's in a DVH graph 
should be in the legend in stead of the properties bar.") 

User goes to ROi administration to view them in the DVH; User expects to activate other 
ROI's by clicking on the DVH legend 

User clicks on the DVH Ie end to select more or ans 

All users wanted the selection tool to be active by default. A left-click on the DVH should provide a 
with Dose and Volume information. 

. Uscr 2 
User 3 

· Uscr4 
Usèr 5 
User 6 
User 7 
User 8 
User 9 
UserlO 

User expects to see information about dose and volume when he left-clicks in the DVH 
DVH should be active without selecting an option from the right-click menu 
User expects the selection function to be active immediately in the DVH 
The selection function should be immediately available when the user left clicks on the DVH 
User expects DVH to be initially interactive (Issue: Right mouse button was not defined yet) 
User expects the DVH to be interactive by just clicking on it 
The user wants to left click to read a certain value 
User wants to left click on a line of the DVH and et the marker there 
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Selection tool is expected in the properties bar. Two different functions have (almost) the same name, 
which is confusing. Selection tool is not a clear description to most users. Altemative names could be 
"DVH int", "Show DVH values / Dis la DVH values", "Point selection". 
User 1 
User 2 
User 3-

User 4 
User 5 

Usêr 6 

. User 7 

User8 

User 9 
User 10 

User expects the selection tool in the properties bar; User had trouble finding the selection 
tool 

User looked through the right click menu, but the description selection tool didn't draw her 
attention 
Description selection tool is unclear to the user; Altemative name for selection would be 
"point selection" 
The right click menu was not the first option to look for "selection cube", the properties bar 
would be the first option 
The user expects the option "selection" in the properties bar to have to function of the 
selection tool; The name "selection tool" is not clear to the user. It's also confusing because 
of the selection option in the properties bar (Altemative name for selection tool: DVH point) 

The name selection tool is not clear for the user (altemative name: show DVH values/display 
DVH values) 

Selection tool should only show values that are on a DVH graph. The method is slow to work with. All 
axes and line ro rties should be customisable, like in Excel. 
User 1 

User 2 
User 3 

User 4 
User 5 

User 6 

User 7 

User 8 
User 9 

UserlO 

Using Selection tool in DVH module is taking too much time 

Selection tool doesn't provide the information the user needs quickly enough, entering the 
values manually in a field can be faster 

Bold line helps to recognize which DVH you are working in; User wants to be able to select 
a ROi and then the selection tool should automatically snap to the relevant DHV graph 
The values on the x axis should show the percentages from the protocol; The selection tool 
should only provide information when u are on a line; Bold lines helps to prevent errors 
The user likes the fact that the ROI's light up on mouse-over; User wants to define the values 
on the X-axis on the DVH 

It's possible to click anywhere in the DVH and get results, it should snap to the closest graph, 
so mistakes can be prevented 
All parts of the DVH graph should be interactive (double click on axises to adjust them, 
double click on DVH to make it bold, etc.); User wants to freeze the selection tool with 
double click and view multi Ie values at the same time 

Criteria from the protocol should be displayed in the DVH, preferably as a table with values. Premade 
customizations for different protocols and tumor types / locations can save a lot of time. "One button 
with' rostate DVH' is what I want". 

A list with criteria and their matching values should be visible in the DVH module, the list 
should not be listed in the properties bar because this bar changes between menus when 
selecting other views; User explains that the DVH doesn't give him all the information he 
wants. Comment: "lt's good that these line are like this but do they apply to the constraints 
made for this case. I want to see some figures." 
User wants to have a table with criteria used during optimisation. lt should show when the 
criteria are met 
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User wants to enter criteria from the protocol when creating a DVH 

The user wanted to use the selection tool for checking the values, user explains that working 
with graphs is always better (than a table) 
User want to enter the values ofhis choice in a table (constraints) 
The user wants a customizable table and save it as a template (e.g. DVH prostate); The user 
also wants to see numbers like D90 or VlO0 in a dynamically updated table; User describes a 
block DVH from a TPS for prostate treatment using colors to indicate if the parameters, 
defined by the user, have been met 
Everytime Ido a prostate case I want the same information from my DVH so I would like 
one button "prostate DVH" (with preset values and ROl's); User wants the following 
feedback for optimization: Isolines in 2d and 3d, DVH graph and table; There are a number 
of dosimetrical indices that are derifed from the DVH and it would be nice to show those in a 
table as well; The DVH values must also be available in a table somewhere 

A Ie end for isodose line colors should be dis la ed in the workin area. 
User 1 
User 2 
User 3 
User 4 

.· User 5 
User 6 
Üser 7 

Uscr 8 
User 9 
Uscr 10 

A legend for isodose lines should be available (for support during optimization) 
Legend for isolines is missing 
A legend for lsolines is missing 
A legend for isolines is missing 
The user is missing the lsolines legend during optimization (there is nothing here that tells 
me what these colors are) 

There should be a Ie end for isolines 

Isodose line values and colors should be entered in a table. The current method is not intuitive for our 
users. Colors should altemate between bri t and dark to increase contrast and visibili . 

User 2 
User 3 

User 4 

Uscr 5 
Uscr 6 

User 7 

User 8 

Uscr 9 
UserlO 

User wants to define values and colors for iso dose lines hut wasnt able to find this option. 

The 100% iso-dose line and the target volume are both the same color (red); User expects the 
isoline functionality in the ROI administration box in the icon bar or somewhere else in the 
icon bar; After the user finds the 'isoline define' function it is unclear what is does exactly, 
the user clicks the menu away; User prefers a list of values and colors that he can define 
himself within the isoline deftne function; lsodose lines should altemate between dark and 
bright colors (contrast) 
User would expect the option to adjust isolines in the properties box or in the top menu; The 
discription define isolines in combination with "dose display" is unclear; User wants a table 
in which she can enter values and colors for isolines 

User mistook the 100% isoline for the target volume; User wants to be able to define 
isolines; User expects a option to defme isolines in "Plan" or "Tools" in the top menu; There 
should be an option in the right click menu to switch isolines on and off 
The user expects deftne isolines under top menu "options", then under "dose display"; 
Visibility item: Dark yellow is hard to see on the grey background 
In define isolines: When entering autofill values, you have to click add or replace before 
apply or the values will be lost. 

The place of "define isolines" doesn't seem like a logica! option because the top menu is 
more high-level defmed; The user wants a table to define isoline values and colors; User 
wants to double click the color square (define isolines menu) to change the color; The user 
want to make isolines bold or dashed or whatever; The visibility of lines depend a lot on the 
bri tness of the surroundin s 
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Other user comments that couldn't be ou d. 
User 1 

User 2 

· User 3 

User 5 

User 6 
User 7 

User 8 

User 9 

Userl 0 

Catheter numbering is hard to read on CT-imageCase explorer jumps back to the first dweil 
point after a manual change is madeUser tries to scroll in case explorer hut main working 
area is scrolling insteadScrolling direction for zooming in and out is inverted in main 
working areaNot enough characters allowed in case label when saving file 
Properties bar is very confusing: 'I know it exists hut i have to discover it again 
everytime.'Properties bar would be much more clear iffunctions are grouped with colorsUser 
expect to move the 3d view by clicking the bulbs in the orbit functionUser wants to reset the 
slice position and expects this option in the right click menu (cannot find 'reset section' in the 
properties bar)Zoom level should be kept when switching between viewpoints 
(prototype)User changes the size of the catheter (which should not be possible in the real 
version)No tooltips for Dose Point lconsUser selects clear view instead of reset view and 
loses the selections in the DVH. -> frustrated 
Brachytherapy imaging will switch to MRI scanslt is annoying that the catheter can only be 
seen as small circles (due to 5mm slice thickness?)User wants to switch between 2 camera 
positions (by example using a undo for camera mode)User would like to have a zoom 
retangle (select area and zoom in on that)It should be possible to move the applicator as a 
group instead of moving the seperate cathetersThe optimization menu doesn't have a scroll 
bar even though not all the options are visibleThe user wants to deactivate some dwell 
positions. He want to click on a position in the et scans, en then expects something like the 
case explorer to show and scroll to that dweil position (like in PLA TO)The top-left view in 
the working area doesn't show its position in the thumbnail boxUser wants to select multiple 
et images from the thumbnail box at the same time and drag them in the working area 
together 
3d image is unclear because oflarge et-slice distanceUser expects a maginfiction glas with + 
and - in the icon bar for the zoom functionA mouse scrollwheel for the zoom function is not 
the first thing she would think off hut she recongizes this is a more intuitive wayThe 
direction of scrolling using the mousewheel is inverted when compaired to the users 
expectationUser expects undo in the right click menuResizing the catheter should be 
impossiblelcons are unclear (in the icon bar)User wants to use the arrow keys on the 
keyboard to scroll in CT scansUser wants to be able to click on a dweil position and then 
adjust it manuallyThere should be an option to view the highest dweil weightslf the 
workspace is changed to one view, the upper left view will remain instead of the active view 
Values on the axis of the DVH can be shown without decimals 
A orientation icon is missing (the puppet in masterplan)lt's hard to recognize the top and 
bottom part of the middle catheter (this could be indicated by using color)The zoom resets 
everytime the user changes the view (in prototype)Urethra ROi line does not show on the 
CT-scans 
The position of the tip of the applicator could fall between 2 slicesûrientation key might be 
useful here (the orientation puppet in masterplan)Urethra ROi iine does not show on the CT
scansUser thinks the NPD and subsequent icons are optimization optionsUser is looking at 
the bottom left part of the screen for icon descriptions instead of the tooltipsln the case 
explorer, menu structure opens sometimes with one click, sometimes with double clickUser 
expects a dropdown menu from the d+ icon where he can select on which volume he want to 
put dose pointsProperties bar and view box are activated from the icon, but case explorer is 
activated from the top menu (inconsistent)"If i press on dose points (icon) it doesn't do 
anything" (user doesn't notice the difference in the case explorer) 
Brachytreatment is moving to MRI, so we should consider how to make carbon applicators 
visible in the image for back-projectionThere will always be a problem of slice thickness (tip 
could fall between slices)The most imported agreement should be the tip of the catheterThe 
user would like GO in the DVH itselfby draggin the the lines 
The library for applicators bas to pre-exist (user shouldn't have to create their own 
applicator)The number of click really matter, and should be reduced as much as possiblelf 
you need more clicks for this proces then for manual reconstruction, you've defeated the 
purposeGeneral comment: About user interfaces, avoid to let the user go from one side of the 
screen to another at one timeThe optimization dialog in the case explorer confuses the 
userGO should automatically be selected when the global/local slider is movedlf the 
selection oints in the DVH sta there when the DVH is u ated, chan es are eas to track 
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Appendix 5 - Ranked problems 

2D vs 3D Back-projection 10 5 4 9 3 
Criteria from protocol in DVH 9.7 5 5 7 3 
CreateDVH 8.9 4 5 8 1 

"Selection Tool" initially active 7.1 4 4 8 1 
Functionality of Selection tool 6.2 4 4 7 2 
Automatic back-projection 5.6 5 5 4 3 
Direction ofmovement depends on plane of the transform box 5.3 4 3 8 3 
Jsodose lines legend 5 3 5 6 1 
Control and naming of "Section cube" 4 4 2 9 2 
Isodose lines 3.9 2 5 7 3 
Selecting a catheter in the prototype 3.5 3 3 7 2 
Initial position for applicator model 3.3 4 3 5 3 
Control and naming of "Transfer Function" 3.1 4 2 7 I 
Catheter labeling 2.8 2 5 5 1 
Dweil positions should be selectable from the CT image 2.7 4 4 3 3 
Selecting VOI's in DVH 2.2 2 5 4 
lcons are unclear 2.2 4 5 2 3 
Naming and place ofSelection tool 2 2 3 6 1 
Güwith DVH 1.4 5 5 1 3 
Keep zoom level when switchmg views (prototJpe) 1.3 4 2 1 
Visibility of the catheters in the prototype 1.2 3 l 7 2 
Number of clicks 1.1 4 5 1 3 
Active workspace 1 3 3 2 1 
Position and naming of"Volume" option 0.9 2 1 8 l 
Rotation in prototype 0.9 1 2 8 2 
Group selection 0.9 4 4 1 2 
Tip recognition of3D catheter model 0.9 2 4 2 
ROi selections in DVH should be kept when DVH is refreshed 0.7 3 4 2 
Tooltips and status bar descriptions 0.7 3 4 
Dose Point activation 0.7 " 4 2 ., 
l\1ouse movement distance 0.7 3 4 3 
Properties bar is confusing 0.5 3 3 2 
Catheter numbering is hard to read on CT image 0.4 2 4 
Catheter image et volume is not clear 0.4 2 2 2 3 
Case explorer icon 0.4 2 4 1 
Scroll bar in optimization menu 0.3 3 2 1 
L St! keyboard arrows to scrol l 0.3 2 3 1 
Case explorer jumps back to first dweil point 0.3 2 3 1 
Switching camera and movement mode 0.3 1 5 
No mousewheel scrolling in case explorer 0.2 2 2 1 
Single- vs double click in case explorer 02 2 2 
Select GO when the global-local slider is moved 02 3 
Scrolling direction in 3D view 0 1 2 
Undo in right-click menu 01 2 
DVH axes without decimals 0.1 2 
urethra line doön't sho," on lateral \-iev- 0 1 1 2 
Optimization option in case explorer 0.1 2 
Number ofcharacters fora case label 01 1 
Selecting multiple thumbnails 0.1 1 2 
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Appendix 6 - Workshop results 

Scenario 
Users clicked in the DVH legend to see ifthey could add or disable ROI's there instead of the properties bar. Other users 
opened the ROi administration menu. In general, users expect that they can stay inside the graph in the working area. 

Another problem we' ve encountered during the test is that users would like to see some numbers while working with a 
DVH. Users would like to read im rtant values uickl from a table. 

Questions 
a Should we make the DVH legend interactive, and if so, how do we want to do this? 
b In what way could we provide the best solution to give the user a numeric indication to check ifthey have 

met the criteria? 
c What is the best la out for showin DVH values in a table and where should we osition this table? 

Solutions 
a Yes, we should make the DVH interactive. We want to use the DVH in the properties bar to define the 

default setting/or the new created DVH The ROI's in the DVH can be switched on/off in the DVH legend 
by clicking on its colorblock. lf you want to add a ROi to the DVH you should be able to right-click on the 
legend and click "Add ROi". 

WorlclnQ area 
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b & c We should make a table per ROi. But the tab/es should positions under each other like in the following 
example. For each ROi you want to measure different values. The va/ues should be customizable as wel/. 

Extra 

a 

bande 

Examp/e: 
Volume Values 1 Volume Values 2 Dose Va/ues 1 Dose Va/ues 2 

ROi 1 Rectum 
ROi 2 Bladder 
ROi 3 Prostate 

In addition, to provide users with some indication whether they have met the criteria of their plan, we want 
to add colors for that. As an example, blue can be used for under dose, green for a good dose, and red for 
an overdose (hot spot). To achieve this, the lower + upper limits of the protocols should be defined. Items 
can be added interactively in the table. 

For the complexity factor, we have to think about client server situations. The presets must not be stored in 
a local system. When switching to another system, all presets and table values wil/ be lost. Again, this is a 
problem that KOesfor all over MasterPlan and should Klobal/y befJXed 

Estimated effort Risks In/outside brachy 
Little, the solutions are at hand 
from other OnCentra products 
Medium, the solutions are at 
hand from other OnCentra 
products. 

Consistency of interaction Brachymodule and Extemal Beam 
forms 
Consisticy throughout Brachymodule and Extemal Beam 
Nucletron software 
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Scenario 
When users activated the DVH, they expected that the selection would be initially active. 

When they searched for the option we encountered that the option "Selection" in the properties bar, and the option 
"Selection tool" in the right click menu are equally named. When users tried the "Selection" in the properties bar first and 
discovered that it was not what they wanted, they automatically skipped the "Selection tool" in the right click menu because 
they supposed it was the same option. 

In addition, our users didn't expect this particular function to have the name "selection tool" which is another reason why it 
was often overlooked. They would expect a name like "Point selection" or "Show DVH values". 

The fact that the selection tool doesn't snap toa ROi line and follow that trajectory was a problem to some users. 

Another problem we've encountered is that the user would like to see several values simultaneously, hut the selection tool 
onl freezes at one oint at a time. 

uestions 
a 
b 
C 

Solutions 
a 

b 

C 

Extra 

a 
b 

C 

Extra 

Can we make the selection tool initially active when starting up a DVH? 
Shouldwe constrain the selection tool to the DVH trajectory? 
What im rovements should we make to make the selection tool a more e 1cient tool? 

Yes, Selection should be on by default when a DVH is selected or shown. This can probably be done in the 
same way as making the rotation option on by default in the 3D view. lt can be tumed off in the right-click 
menu if user so wants. 

The values shown outside the DVH trajectory are not meaningful information anyway. Therefore it is 
better to constrain the selection tool to the trajectory ofDVH's with a certain margin (few mm). If a user 
clicks outside this margin no value will be shown. 

Show values in the color of the graph (+legend name) 
Make it possible to select multiple points: 
- 1 st click: show value 
- Keep pressed ➔ move point 
- Release ➔ freeze point 
• 2nd click: show 2° value 
- Right-click on value: delete 
- Option in right-click menu: remove all selection points 

A different way of thinking: selection tool is just a tool to get a result. lt is more efficient to define a 
template DVH with fixed values. 
Show the conformity to the protocol with colors: blue is "cold", green is "good" and red is "hot" for 
example. Refer to issue 1B for an example of the same idea. 

Estimated effort 
Little 
Little, but if implemented in all 
OnCentra products this will be 
long. 
Little 
High 

Risks 
None 
Consisticy throughout 
Nucletron software 

Consisticy 
The consisticy in MasterPlan 
must be ke t. 

In/outside brach 
Brachymodule and Extemal Beam 
Throughout OnCentra Products 

Troughout Masterplan 
Troughout MasterPlan 
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Scenario 
Most users noticed the right bar could be moved in the transfer function. But that didn't give the result they looked for. We 
actually had to tell most of the users that there was a left bar as well and with the 2 bars combined they could adjust the grey 
scale centre and width. The transfer function also differs from the rest ofMasterPlan where Centre and Width is always 
used. It would be welcome to have the same option in all places. 

Small blue halls, which the user can pull or drag, control the section cube. A problem that we've encountered is that when 
the user is zoomed in, not all blue halls will be visible. For inexperienced users this causes confusion about how to handle 
the section cube. Instead they try to grab the blue edge-lines of the section cube. Also, when users are looking in a 
perpendicular view onto the section cube, its function is unclear because the user only sees a box and 1 hall. 

There were also users that wanted to select a rectangle or region in a et image and the lateral view to define the region of 
interest. 

Questions 
a What do we want to do with the transfer function? Keep it this way and use it in all of Master Plan? 
b IJ the transfer function is kept, what improvements should we make to make the transfer .function better to 

understand? 
c What should we do to make the .functionality of the section cube more clear? 
D Should we insert an alternative functionality for the section cube to draw a "reg ion of interest" on 2D 

views? 

Solutions 
a Yes, the transfer function is a better metaphore than the double centre and width sliders. In addition it takes 

up less space. There may be a difference in functionality, hut the options look the same to the user and have 
a very similar goal. 

b Make a different color for the slider and arrow to make it stand out (SEE PICTURE) 
Show the selected values for each slider 
Show the "centre" position and value 
Be able to move/slide whole selection by grabbing the centre slider 
Note that there is a similar slider function in Adobe products 

-263 C608 
W871 

1479 

c In order to move the section cube, arrows can be attached to its edges. These should only be visible when 
the cursor is near an edge otherwise the view will become too cluttered. (SEE PICTURE) 
In case of a high zoom level: Reset view to display the complete section cube when the "section cube" 
option is selected so that all the controls are visible. 

d A selection option should be created for the 2D views. The user can draw a rectangle there to select the 
area he is interested in. Also, the 2D and 3D views should be coupled so that the user can see the changes 
to his selection in both views at the same time. Note that there is a similar function in SPOT. 

a 

b 

C 

d 

Estimated effort 
Little 

Little 

Medium 
Hi 

Risks 
Consistency of interaction 
forms 
Consistency of interaction 
forms, re-test with end users 
Consistency with SPOT 
Consistenc with SPOT 

ln/outside brach 
Throughout Masterplan 

Inside brachy module 

Inside brachy 
Inside brach 
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Scenario 
Criteria from protocol in DVH 
Most users missed an important step in their workflow while working with the DVH tool. Users wanted to add criteria values 
for their plan. There is nothing in the DVH, which tells them ifthey have met the criteria for the plan. 
Users always have to define the isolines that are of interest for the case. Since the isolines are always the same for each 
prostate case it is annoying for our users to have to do this over and over again. In addition, all of our users missed an 
isolines legend in the working area while optimizing. 

3d back projection 
During our test with the prototype we had the imported model of the applicator placed outside the patient's body. Because of 
this a lot of steps were required for each catheter to place it into the correct position. Users asked if it would be possible to 
have the initial osition of the im orted model ve close to or matched with the ori inal a licator on the et ima es. 

Questions 
a What would be the best method to let the user insert and save criteria for their plan without damaging the 

workflow too much? 
b Do we want to make presets for creating a DVH with the possibility to add criteria to the plan? How do we 

want to do this? 
c How do we want to deal with the default values issue of the isolines? 
d Which presets of the transfer function can we use in order to view the catheters clearly in the 'Volume' 

ima e? 

Solutions 
We 've not really tried to jind a solution for the named questions above; instead we 've thought on a higher level. 

First of all, you wil/ need to define groups/users/privileges. You want to know whichfunctionalities are neededfor which 
user. To define the plan protocol we have to determine 2 kinds of customization tools. 

• Global customization too/s 
o DVH, Jsodose /ines, body part, etc. 

• Specific customization too/s 
o TU specific items, i.e. #, beams, MCC, bloc/es, # of catheters, shielding, optimization points. 

When the users starts up a case it wil/ not dejine the patient and teil which type of treatment it is, but he wil/ dejine what kind 
of plan it is, what scanner is being used, what app/icator is being used and then teil which patient this plan app/ies to. 

A/so, when users are working with a workspace they have dejined, they should be ab/e to save this for themse/ves. The 
presets shou/d be dejined outside the typical workflow, but can be easi/y customized during the workflow. 

a 

bande 

Estimated effort 
Little, the solutions are at hand 
from other OnCentra products 
Medium, the solutions are at 
hand from other OnCentra 
roducts. 

Risks ln/outside brach 
Consistency of interaction Brachymodule and Extemal Beam 
forms 
Consisticy throughout Brachymodule and Extemal Beam 
Nucletron software 
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Scenario 
The transfer function is another control for the functionality of centre and width. Since the name is different some users 
overlooked the function because they didn't associate the name ''transfer function" with that function. 

We've encountered a common problem during a task where the users were asked to show a DVH in MasterPlan Brachy. 
Almost all users that we've tested were searching in the top menu "Plan". They would expect something like "Create DVH" 
around the "Optimization" option. It seems obvious that this should implemented 

The name section cube itself seems to trigger the users for clipping away certain areas, which is good. But there are still 
problems. There are 2 different functions called section cube. Which confused the user. When selecting the one in the 
properties bar, user automatically skipped the section cube option in the right-click menu. 

Many users were unable to associate the "Volume" option with showing a 3D image of the CT information. They would 
expect a different name. In addition, users looked for this option in several places, including the thumbnail box, properties 
bar and the to menu "view". 

Questions 
a What better name could we give to the 'volume' option? 
b What better name could we give to the 'selection tool' option? And how can we remove the double 

naming? 
c How can we remove the double naming of the section cube and how should we name both options? 
d What should we do with the trans er nction? It should be consistent throu hout Master Plan. 

Solutions 
a The 'volume' option can be renamed to 'show image data'. 
b The 'selection tool' can be renamed to 'show DVH value' or 'show DVH point' . 

The 'selection' option in the properties bar can keep the same name. 
c Both places (properties box and right-click menu) should activate the section cube. In addition, add another 

"grayed-out" check-box in the properties bar with the option to view image data on the sides of the section 
cube named "view data" (see picture) 

r 30 display ------1>. 
1 r Orbit rv" Rec. si. frame 

r ROls r Section Cube 

~ Slice Pos. l 

~ Volume 
Reset position 

Reset section l 

d The naming of"Transfer function" can be changed to "Centre and width" ifthe functionality and purpose 
for the user are the same. 
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Extra A general comment from the Cap Gemini expert: Always be consistent and 
never use double naming 

a 
b 
C 

d 
Extra 

DVH placing: fixed place in right side of the thumbnail box which is always visible, no matter which 
button is selected. (see picture; the red bar isjustfor this example) 
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A suggestion from our software engineer is to include the "Thumbnail box" in the "Case explorer" tree 
structure. 

Finally, there is no icon for the Case explorer, this is inconsistent because there are icons for the Properties 
bar and Thumbnail box. 

Estimated effort Risks ln/outside brach 
Little None Throughout MasterPlan 
Little None Throughout MasterPlan 
Little None Throughout MasterPlan 
Little Consistency in software Throughout MasterPlan 
Medium Consistency of interaction Throughout MasterPlan 

forms 
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Scenario 
Most users still thought in 2D planes. Because of depth perception objects may appear smaller on the screen. Several users 
thought this had to do with sealing. When working in 1 3d view there were a lot ofmouse clicks needed for rotation of the 
camera to get a better view. We've also let them work with another setup where the user had 4 views opened. Users where 
also able to translate in all 4 views. The number of mouse clicks for camera movements was reduced from 18 to 6. This is 
mainly because our users kept rotating between an AP and lateral view when they were working with a single 3D image. 

Most users did a better job working in 2D views but we have to explain that we have placed the imported model far away. If 
the initia! position of the model would be almost matched with the original applicator that would save a lot of time for the 
users. 

uestions 
a 
b 
C 

Solutions 
a 

What are in your opinion the (dis)advantages ofworking in 2D? 
What are in your opinion the (dis)advantages ofworking in 3D? 
Do we want to do back- ro·ection in MasterPlan in 2D or in 3D? 

The biggest advantage ofworking in 2D is that is it more intuitivefor manipulating objects because of2d 
dimensions on flat screen and mouse. 

There are 2 disadvantages that must be considered as wel/. Working in 2d required at lease 2-3 
perpendicular views(+ additional a 3d view /or the overall view). And a visibility problem is that you only 
see an intersection, so what is in front and what is behind the plane? 

b Working in 3D had only one big advantage. lt's possiblefor the user to rotate around to view /or instance 
the catheter placement. This gives the user a better overall view. 

C 

a 

b 

C 

Unfortunately there are some serious disadvantages. Current end users do not have a perspective way of 
thinking that is requiredfor working in 3D. They think they move left to right, but in/act they move in or 
out. !t 's noticed during the usability tests that working in 3D is not intuitive enoughfor users to work witk 

Making 3d backprojection work will also require a lot of detailed designing. The controls that can be used 

have to be very usable and prevent unintended movements. This will require designing controls in detail. 

We pre/er to let the users manipulate objects in 2d views and add a supporting 3d view for visualization. 
This w we can combine the 2 advanta es o both methods. 

Estimated effort Risks 
Medium, Libraries are at hand. 

High, requires a good defmition of 
the movement controls. 
High 

Introducing a new way of 
presenting data. 
Not intuitive for current users to 
work with 
Introducing a new way of 

resentin data. 

In/outside brachy 
Inside brachymodule 

Inside brachymodule 

Inside brachymodule 
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Scenario 
When working in 3d back-projection user wanted to hide the catheters that they where not working on. Tuis should be done 
for both the imported model and the original image. 

Another issue is that users could not identify in the prototype which catheter they had selected. When we want to do back
projection in 3d, there should be an indication of what catheter the user is working on. 

In the prototype we made use of a "transform box" to move the catheters. A lot of users found this box irritating because it 
was blockin their view. lt also blocks the control of the catheters. 

Questions 
a What would the best functionality be to hide other catheters without damaging the workflow? 
b How can we identify the catheter that the user is working on without blocking the view? 

How can we identify the tip end of the catheter? 
c What other method could you come up with to move the catheter without a transform box that is blocking 

the view? Ifa transform box is still used, what solution could you think ofto get better access to all the 
controls? 

Solutions 
a This question was not discussed during the workshop. However, note that the original catheters can be 

removed from the view by using the section cube. 

b To Jdentify the active catheter il can receive a highlighed co/or or change co/or with respect to the other 

catheters of the applicator. 

C ldentifying the tip end was a problem with the prototype; when the whole model is shown it is clear what 
the tip end is. If there is still a need to identify the tip end, high-lighted source dwell positions could be 
used. 

D Controls can be positioned outside of the object, for example like in Google Earth. The advantage is that 
they are not blocking the view. 

a 
b 
C 

d 

The advantage ofkeeping the controls on the object is that the user doesn't have to move far to select the 
relevant option. Ifthe controls are on the object they could be made transparent. 

Catheter labeling should be displayed on the catheter itselfto prevent mistakes or confusion. Maybe an 
option to turn the labeling on and off should be provided. 

Estimated effort Risks ln/outside brach 
Little New to develop Inside brachymodule 
Little New to develop Inside brachymodule 
N/A N/A N/A 
Medium New to develo Inside brach odule 
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Scenario 
Some users explained that they would like some sort of automatic back projection. There were some ideas about edge 
detecting techniques and magnet "snapping"techniques. If we could use automatic back projection this would really be a big 
advanta e in catheter reconstruction. 

uestions 
a 
b 
C 

Solutions 
a 

Are there any ideas for this kind ofback•projection? 
Is it considered possible to create such a possibility? 
Should we focus on investi atin the ossibilities of automatic back- ro·ection? 

Back-projection should be availablefor complete applicators and individual catheters. There should be a 
library of catheters and applicators from which the user can choose. The user should also be able to 
combine several catheters. This should be displayed an example of the made applicator/catheter set 
followed by a description. Then the geometry of the applicatorlcatheters is defined so the system knows 
what to look for. 

Keep in mind that we want to reduce time for reconstruction and planning in genera/. The tool should be 
efficient. 

b lt is considered possible to create such functionality. We should use the Houndfield values of the catheter 

material and combine these with the known applicator/catheter geometry. There are shape-detecting 

techniques that can combine these 2 items. 

c Yes, we shouldfocus on automatic back-projection. But this wil/ be a long-term issue. First the 
development of Master Plan Brachy should be finished and in addition, we can develop such functionality 
later. 

Estimated eff ort 
C High 

Risks 
New to develop; control and 
responsibility is taken from the 
end user to the software. 
Secondly, this research will take 
a lot of time. Can users wait that 
Ion ? 

In/outside brach 
Inside brachymodule and 
Spot/Swift 
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Appendix 7 - Calculation of statistical significance 

n 

Llx;-µI 
(j = _]'-----

s = p 

n-l 

(n1 -l)·s1
2 +(n2 -l)·si 

n1 + n2 -2 

240 
378 
362 
317 
576 
163 
690 

234 
452 
646 
678 
1207 
456 
444 
551 
722 
234 
335 

mean task time 2D = 389 

mean task time 3D = 542 

standard deviation 2D = 185 

standard deviation 3D = 276 

pooled standard deviation = 246 

T0 = -1 .282 > critica! region 95% confidence interval-1.746 

ifasl< times for creating a DVff 

Novice users 
396 
300 
100 
310 
393 
216 
529 
27 outlier 

Ho is not rejected 

mean task time expert = 31 

mean task time novice= 321 

standard deviation expert = 19 

standard deviation novice = 138 

pooled standard deviation = 85 

T0 = -5.046 < critica! region 95% confidence interval -1 .860 

Ho is rejected 




